Title

Learn my language… it´s fun! Araba Euskaraz

Brief description of
clip

Students created a video to promote their first language and
culture. This video encourages people to speak Basque and not
set it aside. Teachers in the video encourage everyone to speak
Basque at school, with friends and with the family and to enjoy
speaking that language. Besides launching this message, they are
celebrating the days of the Ikastolas . Every year, the Basque
community create a new video with the same topic. Some of the
most recent ones are:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0cinLSZTac (4.07min).
Many more videos are available at:
https://www.youtube.com/user/IbilaldiaElkartea

Difficulty rating of
production
(easy/intermediate/
complex)

Easy to intermediate

Recommended CEFR
level

A2+

Technical details

Advice for making an interesting recording
http://youtu.be/kOpbeUc_0sE

Suggestions
T At primary level students can record simple videos in their first
(preparation/pre and language which will be subtitled in other languages afterwards.
post activities)
Video editing can be an interesting post activity.
Ideas for application
in different contexts

Option A: Video record interviews about the topic
Option B: or create videoclips with a combination of materials,
such as pictures, interviews, written messages, etc.
Option C : Create a song about this topic writing the lyrics and
using an existing melody
Option D: create their musical themes for a more challenging
experience
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Useful links

Examples of the options above:
OPTION A:
http://youtu.be/X-wwGXjn9Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zfMm7ckccCM
OPTION B:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DFn9bWc48Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4-ojrT1SqI
OPTION C:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwyQ5SHEI6k
OPTION D: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAtGQCpjZtU,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0cinLSZTac
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